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Abstract - Nowadays the number of thefts and identity 

fraud has become a very serious problem & A weapon is 

any object that can do harm to another individual or 

group of individuals. In order to avoid these problems of 

thefts and identity fraud, a face recognition & weapon 

detection system must be established. Smart door lock 

security systems have become a necessity in daily life. 

Security systems prevent robbery in highly secure areas 

such as home environments with lesser power 

consumption and also more reliable standalone security 

devices for door lock systems as well as Intruder 

detection. Also, nowadays, privacy and security has 

become an important issue in our day-to-day life.  

Burglary and global attacks continue to escalate, so it is 

exigent to find Different solutions to ensure the safety of 

individuals. And, to ensure safety our daily life, a lot of 

research is going on in the field. Security matters to this 

day and that is why we are up with this project of Face 

recognition and weapon detection systems. We are 

developing this project using Raspberry-pi, where a 

person is allowed to enter the house only if his/her face is 

recognized by the proposed system and he does not carry 

any weapons with him. This system is more reliable and 

effective through the point of view of security. The scope 

of the proposed system is to develop a security access 

control application based on face recognition. The haar-

like features is used for face detection and face 

recognition. In order to achieve a system with higher 

accuracy and effectiveness, we use Open CV libraries 

and python computer language. The Training and 

identification by the proposed system is done in 

embedded device known as Raspberry Pi. 

 

Index Terms - Artificial Intelligence, Face Recognition, 

IoT, Open CV, Raspberry Pi, Security, Weapon 

detection. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

In these modern days, the world changes continuously 

by invention of new technologies. The continuous 

emerging need of smart devices has evolved the 

concept of connecting everyday object with existing 

networks. Over the past few years, there have been 

quite a several choices in conventional technology and 

biometric technology to meet security needs. Some of 

the traditional technologies like ‘passcode, keys, ID 

cards’ has disadvantages like if the key or passcode is 

reveled then any unauthorized person can have access. 

While talking about security needs there is another 

issue that is now a days the number of thefts and frauds 

are increasing. Now a days security and privacy has 

become an important issue in our day-to-day life. One 

technology that is currently trending is “Smart Door 

Lock System”, this technology can protect our house 

or offices from unauthorized access, but it cannot 

prevent thefts and frauds, so we have proposed a 

system named “IoT Based Real Time Face 

Recognition and Weapon Detection System Using 

Neural Network”. This system will not only protect us 

from unauthorized access but also detect weapons and 

protect us from threats. This system consumes less 

power and provide more security from burglar 

detection and weapons. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The traditional door lock system there are many 

drawbacks such as sometimes the owner of the house, 

loses their key in such cases, in such cases there are 

chances that any unauthorized person can enter 

forcefully. If the passcode or key gets reveled to 

intruders, then he can get unauthorized access to 

house. To tackle the above issues, we have proposed 

this system which will help us to detect the 

unauthorized user and also detect any weapon. We are 

developing this approach using Raspberry pi, where a 

person is allowed to enter the house only if his/her face 

is recognized by system and that person does not carry 

any weapon with him. Image of user will be capture 

through webcam, the image will be compared with the 
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image stored in database. After face detection if the 

person is authorized then weapon detection will be 

detected, if the person does not have any weapon door 

will open but if the person is unauthorized or contain 

any harmful weapon alarm will be generated and email 

will be sent to owner. 

 

III SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

The system uses camera at the door for face 

recognition as access control. Also, metal detector 

sensors are installed at the entry points to detect the 

weapon inside. Sensors are employed to detect human 

presence. A metal detector sensor is also used to give 

alert if anly weapon nearby is detected. The system 

allows entry only if authorized person like owner or 

person registered on the database arrives. The person 

may be identified through valid proof of identity. It 

sends a message to the owner in case it does not 

recognize the person within 20 seconds and the owner 

can monitor the activities from the camera.  

1. Face Recognition: It is a system capable of 

identifying and verifying a person from the stored 

database. It is use for security purpose. The 

database of the system consists of the images of 

the people who are permitted in the house. This 

database verifies and provides access to the 

authorized users. If the face is not recognized by 

the system, then an alert message is sent to the 

authorized user informing the detection of 

intruder. 

2. Weapon Detection: It is a system which is capable 

of detecting objects or weapons underneath a 

person’s cloth. This system is developed for the 

purpose of security. Weapon detection is the 

backbone of industrial applications also. The 

system must have the sensors to identify the 

attributes of the weapons so it could easily 

identify it. In the proposed system if any kind of 

weapon is detected then an alert message is sent 

to the authorized user. All sensor signals are 

checked, and status of the system is updated 

continuously. In case the burglar tries to break 

inside, siren is activated, and alert messages are 

redirected to the owner. 

 
Fig. Flowchart of the system. 

 

IV HARDWARE & SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

 

System Necessity Hardware: 

R-pi 3B 

Pi-camera 

8GB SD card 

LCD 

Servo motor 

Ultra-sonic sensor 

 

Software: 

1.Operating System: Windows XP and later versions 

2.IDE: Web Based Interface. 

3.Programming Language: Python. 

4.Database: MySql, Oracle 

 

Advantages: 

The software will be used for security purposes in 

organizations and in secured zones. 

The software stores the faces that are detected and may 

be used for future use as evidence. 

It grants a fast and efficient verification of an 

individual. 

It does not require spending additional money on its 

integration. 

Face recognition is used as a security tool for locking 

personal devices. 

Face recognition can help identify terrorists or the 

other criminals with the assistance of the face. 

 

V. RESULT 
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Fig. Metal Detector Sensor 

 The system must have the metal detector sensors to 

identify the attributes of the weapons so it could easily 

identify it. In the proposed system if any kind of 

weapon is detected then an alert message is sent to the 

authorized user as well as the police. 

 
Fig. Rpi model 

In any IoT device needs at least one microcontroller 

device to function properly. In this system we use 

Raspberry Pi microcontroller for processing. 

 
Fig. Facial Recognition Using Raspberry Pi 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this proposed system we considered the problem 

and drawbacks of traditional door lock systems and 

tried to eliminate them by making a smart system. IoT 

will help to control and monitor the system remotely. 

The use of face recognition is used for the purpose of 

access control and can detect the intruders. Also it 

helps in detecting the weapons concealed underneath 

the clothes of the intruder. Once the face is recognized 

then the Raspberry Pi helps in controlling the door 

access.  
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